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What Makes it So
Hard to Write?

Sustaining High-Tension 
This is more difficult as you approach
the climax. You often feel that your
middle has fallen flat, but this could
be just lack of tension

Repetition
Make sure everything in the middle
has a point, it must drives the plot
forward

Pacing
Make sure the middle has fast and
slow parts to it, it should not be just a
place to info dump

What Makes it so Hard to Write 
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Is it easier as a
Plotter or Pantser?

Pantser
Don't know what is coming so you just
write. Downside is you could very
easily lose your way though and fall
into the traps of not building enough
tension and it becoming flat

Plotter
You may not have fully conceptualized
the middle like you have your
beginning and ending - if you rely on
your outline you may have to revisit it 
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Writer's
Block

Writing Playlists
Change scenery - going for a walk
Set yourself a timer for 10 mins at the
start of each writing session and make a
little outline for the scene you are about
to write
Give your brain a break vs forcing
yourself to write through it
Remind yourself: the first draft is only
for yourself 
Skip the scene and come back to it?
Read!

How to Get Over Writer’s Block
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Writer's
Block

Writing Sprints - find online writing
sprints that are happening (Hint! We have
one every saturday)
Stop in the middle of the scene so when
you come back to it you are straight in the
action again
In drafting you can just write the scenes
that get them to the climax, just the ones
that get them from point A to point B,
then go edit in the detail later 

How to Get Over Writer’s Block
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Making the Middle
Interesting

Must move the plot forward - every scene
serves a purpose. Always ask yourself, is
this driving my story forward?
Character development should drive the
plot, pushing the protagonist toward their
end goal (what do they want?) - focus on
the arc so the character can transform
Foreshadowing - show what you
foreshadowed earlier 
Tension building - what are they gaining
and what are they losing, need a reason to
keep going  
Descriptions - use wisely, don't infodump
Revealing information without the action
falling flat - not just a series of
conversations and flashbacks
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Making the Middle
Interesting

Show don’t tell - the middle can get very
clunky and boring if the writing quality
falls down
The middle is just like playing The Sims:
it's all fun and games at the beginning
when you are creating the sims and
building the house. After that, it gets kind
of boring as they just walk around all day,
looking in the fridge, all of a sudden you
raise the stakes: make one have an affair,
kill another off and hey presto, things
start to get interesting! 
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Editing 
the Middle

If your middle is so-so, fear not!
Try upping the stakes and forcing
characters to make decisions (often bad
ones)
While editing, keep thinking of the ending
and where the story is going and work
back from there
Keep piling on the mystery and build the
tension of things that already exist -
internal conflicts are great to build on
and will make the climax so much more
intense later
Word choice hangs some people up -
doing a “Control-F” edit your repeated
words - focus on your crutch word 

How to Make the Middle Better
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